
 

Cascando introduces Kendo, Fuse, Plus and Pully 
  

Ignite your imagination at the Orgatec 2018. join an extraordinary design expo and allow 

the latest Cascando products to fuel your creativity at the German Orgatec on the 23d of 

October in Cologne. Be inspired by the sublime new coat stands Kendo,Fuse and Plus but 

also experience the attraction of the all new Pully series. Complementary, creative and 

authentic.  

  

Cascando takes main stage at the Orgatec, the international trade fair with 

‘culture@work’ as this years central theme. In hall 10.2, at stand K059 L058 in 

the Koelnmesse, we exhibit our latest design additions, but also present you with five 

fantastic style chambers that fuse several award-winning Cascando products. 

 

 
 

Coat stands that catch the aesthetic eye 

Kendo, Fuse and Plus again prove Cascando is a world leading coat stand manufacturer. 

Kendo is an iconic coat stand designed by Dutchman Peter van de Water. A coatstand 

with a simple starting point: carefully crafted oak sticks that are beautifully arranged at 

an expressive angle, each side in symmetry. The refined connection between the rods 

shows the greatest attention to detail. 

Fuse is a stable coat stand with a sturdy look. It is all about the merger of beautifully 

crafted uprights in oak with carefully rounded coat hooks in steel. Design by Peter van 

de Water. 

The Plus coat stand, by designer Robert Bronwasser, has been created to take up as little 

space as possible but performs as an ‘Atlas’ to all the coats in your immediate vicinity. 

Hangers and hooks are placed on the inside of the hanger platform. This provides a 

restful look at eye level and a clean appearance. The soft square forms and friendly 

graphic lines fit every atmosphere, complementing spaces.  

  



 

‘Pully’ for informal meet-ups 

The expanded Pully series, from the hands of designer Robert Bronwasser, enables you 

to create intimate consultation platforms in open spaces within minutes. After successful 

introduction of the Pully pouf, the design of a Pully bar stool was a logical continuation. 

The quirky design of the matching Pully barstools and poofs combines perfectly with 

the different heights of the Pully tables. The table tops are available in the triangular 

“Pully” shape while a square shape with soft rounded corners has now been added. The 

table tops made of linoleum offer a smooth texture and exude elegance and durability. 

  

Addition: product overview with photos and catalogue addition. 

 

  

http://www.cascando.nl/files/cas_pocketcatalogue_add..pdf


 

  



  

  

  

 


